
Comments and ODDS Responses 
Action Request: Agency EVV Survey 

 

Comment: This will be an additional cost for agencies who will use their own system instead of 

having their employees log into eXPRS. This cost is not covered in the current rates. 

Response: ODDS acknowledges that many agencies already have invested in their own 

timekeeping solutions that meet the EVV requirements. ODDS is also allowing agencies to opt-

in to using eXPRS instead for their DSPs. Since eXPRS is available at no additional cost to an 

agency ODDS will not be considering rate adjustments for EVV.  

 

Comment: Will the latitude and longitude entries be checked and by who?  If they aren’t being 

checked then why should they be entered?  Checking a longitude and latitude instead of a 

street address will be more difficult. 

Response: Location is a required data point from the federal legislation for EVV. Due to the 

wide variation in formatting addresses ODDS is not accepting street addresses for eXPRS 

upload. When uploaded eXPRS will translate latitude and longitude to display a street address. 

Case managers and ODDS may use location as a data point for monitoring purposes. 

 

Comment: If this information will be checked what happens when a client is picked up or 

dropped off at a different location than what is typical or a different day? How does these 

variances affect payment? 

Response: ODDS does not restrict community locations where agencies can deliver attendant 

care services as long as that care is provided consistent with the person’s needs and 

preferences. Using EVV should not change the current delivery of services or impact payment 

for these services. If a location for start or end of a service looks out of the norm for the person, 

then the case manager or ODDS may follow up with the agency for clarification as part of their 

monitoring and quality assurance of services. 

 

Comment: The current EVV website does not provide information for agencies, yet this rule 

takes effect in 4 months. For this system to be built for agencies, more information needs to 

be available such as will we be able to electronically upload the EVV data into eXPRS or will 

this be a manual entry like mileage? Will the time need to be adjusted to round up or down or 

will eXPRS accept accurate times? 



Response: Thank you for these questions. As ODDS is communicating with agencies about their 

EVV expectations ODDS will ensure that materials cover the answers to these questions.  

ODDS is updating the upload process so that agencies will be able to upload EVV data points 

into eXPRS.  

eXPRS requires exact time for the EVV covered procedure codes and modifiers.  

 


